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SMART MANUFACTURING TECHNOLOGY
Tool Monitoring Adaptive Control
Measures tool wear in real-time using high-resolution sensor data and a
dedicated high-speed data processing unit
Prevents tool breakage and lowers scrap rate

Access TMAC anytime, anywhere, and from
any network connected device, with the
new browser-based user-interface!

Makes real-time, automatic corrective adjustments through variations in
material, tooling, and depth of cut
Optimizes cycle time; typical cycle time savings of 20-60%
Lowers the cost of consumable tooling
Monitors multiple processes and sensor channels simultaneously

Tool Data Management System
Automates the transfer of tool presetter data to the machine
control, using RFID tags in tool holders or 2D presetter printed
barcodes
Reduces setup time and eliminates human error
Each system is completely customizable to be configured for an
existing tool ID format or any custom designed format

CNC Sensor Analysis System
Detects machine irregularities using sensors for vibration, strain, power, and
analog (for connecting any sensor with a 0 to ±10 VDC analog signal)
Runs standalone or integrates with the CNC control
Has numerous analysis options that can be used simultaneously to monitor
and scrutinize sensor data in various ways

Monitoring Modes
Limit Analysis
Bearing Analysis
Fault Detection
Frequency Analysis

Easily detects excessive bar feeder vibration (e.g. bent bar)

Error-Free Tool Offset Control
Processes gauge data from almost any electronic gauging
device
Automatically updates tool offsets to the CNC control
Eliminates operator data entry errors, and notifies the operator
when a tool change is needed

Machine Status Indication
Provides easy assessment of a part's progress on a CNC program
1000 available modes, audible alarm, six (6) standard color options,
plus one (1) user defined color
User can set indicators for any machine status or condition
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